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HEART WINS UCR’s MARCH RIFF MADNESS! 
Heart’s ‘Barracuda’ Named Best Guitar Riff of All Time 

!  

“I have to admit it’s a pretty good stinkin’ lick, but it never would have been heard if not for the 
band, or if Mike Fisher hadn’t passionately suggested we make a song out of what DEROSIER 
and I were jamming at sound check.” Says Roger. 

From Ultimate Classic Rock: “Congratulations 
to Heart, whose 1977 anthem ‘Barracuda’ defeated 
31 other amazing songs to win our first-ever March 
Riff Madness readers poll. Nearly half a million votes 
were cast during the five rounds of this competition, 
as we used a bracket system to cut the field of 
competitors in half each week. Look at the monster 
groups and riffs Heart defeated on their way to the 
finals: Van Halen‘s ‘Unchained,’ Guns N’ Roses‘ 
‘Welcome to the Jungle,’ Motley Crue‘s ‘Kickstart My 
Heart,’ and Aerosmith‘s ‘Walk This Way.’ Once in the 
finals Heart squared off against another sibling act, 
the Kinks, and 1964′s almighty ‘You Really Got Me’ 
— which, terrifyingly, more than one reader 
identified as a cover of a Van Halen song in our 
Facebook comments pages. The two riffs battled 

neck and neck all week, but in the final hours Heart pulled away for a convincing 53 percent to 47 percent 
victory!” Read More about the contest here: Heart's 'Barracuda' Wins March Riff Madness |  

Roger thanks his friends, family and fans for making this riff number one! “I heard several accounts of 
people actually staying up all night to keep voting. This kind of spirit is what this world needs. It’s like the 
12th Man. THANK YOU for being on our team. Ultimately, isn’t there only one team? The HUMAN 
TRIBE.” 
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